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August 31, 2021

To Whom it May Concern:

I had the pleasure of working alongside Christopher Davis at amazee.io for more than two years. He is both
an employee and a friend and is talented in many areas. Since the very first day, Chris demonstrated
immense dedication to his job. As part of the amazee.io Security team, Chris is responsible for the security of
our multinational organization, which includes a wide range of duties:

- Employee security training & testing.
- Coordination security topics (audits, pentests, etc.) with security teams from our customers.
- Monitoring and ensuring the security level of other amazee.io teams including 24/7 platform teams,

so�ware engineering teams, support and back office.
- Architecting and implementation of security initiatives and improvements.
- Security incident response and post-mortems.
- Constant keeping up to date of security threats against amazee.io and it’s customers.

amazee.io is an international hosting provider that manages and maintains thousands of websites for
customers like international pharmaceutical companies (Boehringer Ingelheim, Bayer, etc.), governments
(Australian Government, US State Websites) and many well known enterprises (Sonova, Smartsheet, C3.ai).
All these customers rely and trust amazee.io with their publicly visible websites, the security team of
amazee.io ensures that the sites stay safe and Chris is an integral part of ensuring that.

Chris is one of the hardest working people I’ve worked with and is committed to not only completing his
duties but ensuring they are done in the most successful and efficient way possible. He always sought out
opportunities to help others in the workplace and regularly offered his help to employees in need.
Chris is the type of person who is always willing to go above and beyond, his wide knowledge of security
gives the team confidence and assurances to be well protected.

Chris was never afraid of sharing his past, and has been completely open about his felony during any stage of
the hiring process and beyond. I believe that this shows a very high degree of character. Especially for
security teams it’s of high importance to understand the mind and motivations of possible attackers,
something that only Chris can bring to our team.

In conclusion, I highly recommend Chris be allowed to sit for the CISSP examination and subsequently
considered for inclusion as a certified member of the ISC2 community should he pass that examination.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance in this matter, and don’t hesitate to reach out to me with
any further questions regarding Chris’ capabilities.

Sincerely,

Michael Schmid - michael@amazee.io
CTO
amazee.io


